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“T

ATLANTA’S GREATEST HITS

here’s more to black music and culture
in Atlanta than just hip-hop and shitty

you’re currently holding, which we’ll deliver on a
tight quarterly schedule. Our hope is that this new

reality TV shows. … For more than 20
years, the ATL has been a breeding ground for

iteration of the magazine will offer us a bigger,
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an award-winning, world-renowned, prolific and
downright talented crop of contemporary soul
artists — all influenced by the sights and sounds of
the greats that came before them ... yet forging a
path and pushing their art to the future. … Yes folks,
our fair city is brimming with these creatives. Still,
in the past two decades, they never really received
the shine they deserved. That’s where this magazine
comes in. ... Slo*Mo is designed and dedicated to
turning the spotlight on Atlanta’s rich and diverse
indie soul scene.”
That’s how we opened the very first issue of
Slo*Mo way back in 2013. And in the years since
we launched our publication, our mission hasn’t
changed. We’re still focused on spreading the word
about the ATL’s gifted community of artists and the
incredible music they create.
What has changed, however, is how we plan to
continue spreading the word. Instead of the foldout
poster style we’ve been rocking for years, Slo*Mo
is making the move to the perfect bound format

2 slo*mo magazine			

better platform to cover music and culture in Atlanta
(and beyond, too).
But, before we dive headfirst into this bold new
era for Slo*Mo, we’re taking a look back at a few
of our favorite stories about soul music coming
straight outta the A. For this commemorative issue,
we went crate digging deep in the Slo*Mo vaults and
unearthed a bevy of articles focused on what could
be categorized as “Atlanta’s Greatest Hits.” To that
end, we’re serving up our picks for must-own locally
made albums, EPs and singles. And, on top of that,
we’ve hand-selected vintage interviews with some
of the city’s top vocalists and musicians about some
of their most notable records. Plus: We’ve thrown in
a few more goodies for good measure.
So, flip through the following pages and take a
walk down memory lane with us — and then come
back next issue to experience the first, full-fledged
edition of the brand-new Slo*Mo.
Carlton Hargro
Editor-in-Chief and Co-publisher

www.slomoatl.com
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hen the original iteration of
Slo*Mo debuted back in 2013, we
launched the magazine with a
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21ST CENTURY

SOUL

Atlanta’s 15 Most Important Albums
(of the Millennium … So Far)

cover story that was ambitiously titled “21st
Century Soul: Atlanta’s 10 Most Important
Albums (of the Millennium … So Far).” As
the name suggests, our goal was to throw
a spotlight on records by ATL-based artists
released since the year 2000 that made the
most impact — ones that put the city on the
map, moved the meter and helped to push
soul music, as a whole, forward.
At the time, we managed to craft a list of
heavyweight albums by a divergent collection
of music makers from various corners of the
soul spectrum. Now, as we usher in a new era
for Slo*Mo, we thought it would be a great time
to revisit and refresh our list — especially since
several dope projects have been released
since we first appeared on the scene.
Like last time, these picks were gleaned
from our current (the 21st) century and are
arranged in no particular order. But this time
we’ve grown the selections from 10 to 15
slots. So (like last time), we invite you to take
a look and see if our choices match yours ...
and if you spot some albums you don’t own
or haven’t heard of, we hope you’ll go buy a
few copies for your damn self.
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“ACOUSTIC SOUL” INDIA.ARIE
RELEASE DATE: 2001

Why it made the list: In terms of outright success — both sales-wise and when it comes to critical acclaim
— it’s safe to say that India. Arie is the top artist to emerge from Atlanta’s soul scene in the last decade and
a half. Sporting a natural ’do, a bohemian-esque fashion sense and songs that dripped with positivity, Arie
went on to influence the sound, the look and the mindset of a generation. And it all started in a very big
way with her debut album: “Acoustic Soul.”
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“THE COLORED SECTION” DONNIE
RELEASE DATE: 2002
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Why it made the list: While the vocalist known as Donnie is not yet thought of as a household name to
the masses, you’d be hard pressed to find a soul head who doesn’t consider his first album — “The Colored
Section” — a bona fide classic. Beyond just sounding amazing, “Colored Section” successfully showed how
old-school styles could be melded with modern sensibilities without sounding gimmicky.

www.slomoatl.com
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“ACEY DUCEY” ANTHONY DAVID
RELEASE DATE: 2008

Why it made the list: By the time “Acey Ducey” dropped, guitarist/vocalist Anthony David was a wellestablished force on the music scene — with albums like “Three Chords & the Truth” and “The Red Clay
Chronicles” under his belt. But “Acey Ducey,” featuring a collection of his “greatest hits” and new songs,
stands as his most important work because it offers the most expansive review of his diverse catalog
and his talent.
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“CHOCOLATE SOUL VOL. 1” / “ATLANTA SOUL”
VARIOUS ARTISTS
RELEASE DATE: 2000/2005
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Why it made the list: OK, we’re squeezing two albums into one entry because this pair of projects — both
compilations — helped shape the scene (locally, nationally and internationally) by offering early “looks”
at groundbreaking artists like Anthony David, Khari Simmons, Julie Dexter and more (who you’ll find on
this very list).

www.slomoatl.com
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“DEXTERITY” JULIE DEXTER
RELEASE DATE: 2002

Why it made the list: A U.K. native, singer Julie Dexter made a splash on the scene with her debut
EP “Piece of Mind,” but she didn’t truly perfect her sound and cement her place in the industry
until releasing “Dexterity.” Her second CD, “Dexterity” expertly blended soul with reggae and other
international flavors — showing and proving that Atlanta was impacting a global soundscape.
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“VAN HUNT” VAN HUNT
RELEASE DATE: 2004
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Why it made the list: It’s become almost cliché for soul artists to try and incorporate “rock” music into
their sound ... and the results are usually crappy. Van Hunt was one of the few artists to successfully
infuse a rock spirit into his music. His self-titled album worked by injecting the tone of folks Ike Turner
instead of cats like Poison. If only more artists would follow his blueprint.

www.slomoatl.com
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“CLEMENTINE SUN” KHARI CABRAL SIMMONS
RELEASE DATE: 2012

Why it made the list: Bassist Khari Cabral Simmons picked up the baton left by trailblazers like Sergio
Mendes and made songs that bridged the gap between soul and bossa nova. The “soul bossa” band he led,
Jiva, gave audiences a first glimpse at his approach to songwriting and arranging. But his album, “Clementine
Sun,” (mixed by Bluey of Incognito and featuring vocalists like the previously mentioned India.Arie, rising
star Chantae Cann and more) presented the most sharply honed version of Simmons’ Brazilian- tinged vision
to date.
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“STAR KITTY’S REVENGE” JOI
RELEASE DATE: 2002
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Why it made the list: At a time when soul was thought of as super-cerebral music, Joi came
along and skeeted the scene with heaping helpings of whimsy ... and sex. Thank you Joi for
that. We’re singling out “Star Kitty’s Revenge” because it contains some of her wildest (“Lick,”
anyone?) and most iconic tunes.

www.slomoatl.com
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“THE LOVE BELOW” ANDRE 3000
RELEASE DATE: 2003

Why it made the list: Whether you want to accept it or not, Andre 3000 is a soul artist. Sure, he made his
name as a rapper, but his half of Outkast’s “Speakerboxxx/The Love Below” masterpiece was basically a
sonic billboard for Atlanta’s soul music scene. His songs were unique and reflected his style, but they were
peppered with tones and rhythms undoubtedly absorbed from our fair city’s soul scene.
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“PURPOSE” ALGEBRA
RELEASE DATE: 2008
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Why it made the list: No other soul album birthed from the city’s soul community has embodied
the essence of Atlanta quite like Algebra’s first album, “Purpose.” In fact, listening to her 14-track
debut is like mainlining the unique sound, the narrative, the vernacular, and general swagger
that can only be found in what most of America still considers “the Black Mecca.”

www.slomoatl.com
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“RELEASE” THE ANANDA PROJECT
RELEASE DATE: 2000

Why it made the list: When the bulk of the ATL soul denizens were looking back, mining the past for
inspiration, Chris Brann — under the guise of his production outfit The Ananda Project — was looking to
the future. A pioneer of downtempo, the first Ananda Project release (dubbed “Release”) is one of those
rare electronic albums: It’s digital but sounds warm and soulful — the remnants of which you can hear in
groups like Little Dragon, among many others.
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“MERCURY” DARRYL REEVES
RELEASE DATE: 2012
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Why it made the list: “Mercury” is, without a doubt, a modern jazz-funk classic, but it’s positioned on this list
more so because it served as the launching pad for some of this decade’s greatest soul talents. We’re talking
folks like Carmen Rodgers, Valencia Robinson and Gwen Bunn, among others: “Mercury” wrapped their voices
around some truly groundbreaking songs and pushed them further and deeper into the musical zeitgeist.

www.slomoatl.com
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“THE HEARTBEAT” LIL’ JOHN ROBERTS
RELEASE DATE: 2014

Why it made the list: Famed drummer Lil’ John Roberts earned a rep in the music industry playing for
global icons like Janet Jackson, but he’s been a driving force for Atlanta’s local soul music scene for
decades. On his debut solo project, “The Heartbeat,” Roberts channeled his years of musical experience
and his long-standing relationships with myriad soul luminaries (like Eric Roberson, Anthony David,
Chantae Cann, Kipper Jones and many more) to craft a beat-fueled sonic love letter to the city he helped
evolve and grow.
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“THE ESSENTIALS” KAMERON CORVET
RELEASE DATE: 2019
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Why it made the list: A notable and prolific fixture of Atlanta’s soul music scene for more than a decade,
singer/songwriter/musician Kameron Corvet has, year by year, been building a body of work that
successfully straddles the line between soul, pop, jazz and hip-hop. And Corvet’s album “The Essentials”
is the perfect one-stop shop to catch up with the best tunes from the Grammy-winner’s catalog. M
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BEHIND THE I

MUSIC
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n Slo*Mo’s effort to cover
Atlanta’s ever-evolving soul
scene, we’ve had the pleasure

of conducting numerous one-onone conversations with the artists
responsible for making the music
we know and love. The following
collection of articles showcases six
of our favorite interviews with some
the city’s best and brightest music
makers, as they delve into the stories
behind some of their most iconic and
career-defining sounds.
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CARMEN RODGERS “STARGAZER”
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I

t’s been a minute since Carmen Rodgers dropped some
new music. Sure, the Dallas-born/Atlanta-based soul
singer’s latest album — titled “Stargazer” — hits stores
and airwaves in 2015, but her last LP (“The Bitter Suite:
The Deluxe Edition”) was released way back in 2011. That
long delay between projects, however, was anything but
intentional … as Rodgers is quick to point out.
“When I put out ‘The Bitter Suite’ … I said ‘OK, I’m gonna
put out [my next album, ‘Intermission’] in 2012. It was gonna
be kind of the part two to ‘The Bitter Suite,’” she says. “But as
I was finishing the album and writing and recording, I realized
that’s not where I was anymore musically or creatively. I
started exploring some new sounds and working with some
new producers. And then I was like: ‘Intermission’ is not the
album anymore.”
From the ashes of that abandoned project rose this new
collection of songs, which combined some material from
“Intermission” with brand-new joints … and a new attitude.
Where “The Bitter Suite” was a dissection of heartache and
lost love, “Stargazer” comes off as a sonic move in a more
positive direction. The album is laced with addictive, hookdriven tunes (like “Camille Leon” and “Beyond the Stage”);
funky, hip-hop-flavored cuts (“Stargazing” and “Heartless”);
and some flat-out beautiful-ass ballads (like “Stay,” which
features live strings, and “Charge,” a duet with the ATL’s own
Anthony David). That said, the thematic direction Rodgers
ultimately took on “Stargazer” (named after both the flower
and the singer’s propensity to daydream as a child) came
after a good deal of introspection.
“I was just thinking about where I was in my life creatively
speaking, as a woman, as a mother, as just a human being,”
says Rodgers, “and, I thought: ‘[Stargazer] feels right.’”
Now, armed with a new album, she finds herself hitting
the ground and doing the work to spread the word about
her current creation; it’s a task that’s made slightly tougher
because she is a member of the A’s “indie artists with a
distribution deal” community … and as a result doesn’t
enjoy the infrastructure or resources of your typical majorlabel artist. But as she hits the road this time out, she goes
as a more confident performer — and that’s thanks to time
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spent with soul heavyweights Zo! and the Foreign Exchange.
Friends with this crew of artists for years, Rodgers recorded
vocals for “If I Knew Then” from FE’s “Love In Flying Colors”
album and for “Show Me the Way” off “ManMade” by Zo!;
she also went on to tour with both as she crafted the music
of “Stargazer.”
“Touring with them really was like going back to school.
It was a big learning experience. Phonte and Nicolay have
an approach to touring where they hit the road and hit it
hard, so it’s a lot of singing and a lot of cities in a very short
window of time. So I think I trained a muscle. There’s a tour
muscle, and I think that tour muscle has been developed —
and I think it’s made me stronger. The stage is now truly a
second home.”
The fruitful relationship she’s forged with the FE crew over
the years is seemingly par for the course for Rodgers, whose
success has hinged, at least partly, on cultivating a reputation
as a vocalist who is more down-to-earth and less “tortured.”
In a field where narcissism is king, she’s just as excited talking
about the movies she’s seen (most recently “Selma” and “Top
Five,” which she checked out twice) as she is talking about
her own songs.
And though she’s not an Atlanta native, she’s deeply
enmeshed herself in the fabric of the city’s soul scene,
becoming a regular at shows around town — whether as
a voice in the background or as a fan in the crowd. “My
expectation is to give as much as I can, and I believe that
getting back is a natural result — versus a lot of people
that come here and have their hand out and they’re really
disappointed when the city doesn’t respond like they
thought. It’s work, and it’s an investment. Just be good to
people,” says Rodgers. “Quoting Zo!, he said: ‘I’ll take a solid 8
over an inconsistent 10.’ There are many better singers [than
me]. There are better songwriters. I’m just trying to continue
getting to know what my sound is and what my fans like and
be good to people … and Ihope it comes across in the music.”
More info: www.facebook.com/carmenrodgersfans.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo February 2015.
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DJ KEMIT
“TOGETHER”
f you’re a music head who likes to go out and cut a rug
in Atlanta, chances are you know the name DJ Kemit.
The Milwaukee-born, ATL-based turntable legend is
responsible for hosting some of the city’s top ongoing
parties (e.g., Kickin’ Up Dust, Soul Makossa, Spread Love,
etc.). But his talent doesn’t just end in the club; Kemit has
been building a rep over the years as a go-to music producer.
In this role, he’s crafted hit songs for local heavyweights
like Algebra, Anthony David and Heston. On top of those
tracks, in 2012, he released his beat-heavy debut solo album
— “Everlasting” — featuring Eric Roberson, N’Dambi and
Frank McComb, among other vocalists. And in 2016, he’s
emerged from the studio once again with a collection of
tunes — this time in the form of the house music-tinged EP
“Together.” The project dropped via singer/producer Josh
Milan’s Honeycomb Music label and co-stars artists such as
Terrance Downs, Tasha LaRae and Milan himself. But before
“Together” hit the streets, Slo*Mo checked in with Kemit to
get the ins and outs on his newest release.
Slo*Mo: So how did this project come together (no pun
intended), and how did you link up with Josh?
DJ Kemit: I had this song that I worked on some time ago
— never placed it on an album or anything like that. It was
one of those tunes I would secretly play [at parties] as an
instrumental to get people’s response. But every time I
heard it, [in my mind] I would hear Josh Milan’s voice on it.
So … I sent him the song [on a Thursday] … and by Monday
he hits me up with a text message, saying: “Hey brother
we have a problem. … I’m working on my album, and I want
this song on there.” And I was like: “What’s the problem?!”
Then he said: “Well a lot of guys send me music and it’s
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BY CARLTON HARGRO

How are you planning to get “Together” into the hands of
consumers?
The original release date for this EP was the same day as House
in the Park [on Labor Day], but we pulled back to maximize
the life of the music by releasing it on vinyl. There’s been an
uptick in vinyl sales since the 1990s … and no musician right
now is supporting themselves off digital sales. So we wanted
to maximize the potential of this EP by putting it out on vinyl
first and then, four weeks after that, the digital copy will be
available on Honeycomb Music.com.

PHOTOS BY SHANNON MCCOLLUM
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already placed.” But I was like: “No man, I just want you on
it.” So, that’s where it started back in June [2015]. After that,
I kept sending him different tracks and stuff until he just
said: “Man, why don’t you just do an EP?” I had already been
thinking about how I would do my next project. I think a 12song record, with people’s attention spans being so short, it’s
not the best marketplace for that. But when he said EP, I was
like, “Bet!”

Did you have a particular sound you were going for with
your new EP?
I wanted the work on this EP to be the best sounding songs
I had done to date. I wanted it to be a project that competed
with everything else out there. I wanted it to be a project I
was just proud to play. And the talent is just a blessing. So, I
definitely checked off all the boxes, as far as making sure I’m
satisfied with this project. 2016 is shaping up very well.
More info: www.djkemit.com.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo January 2016.
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HESTON “LOVE JUNKIE”
BY CARLTON HARGRO
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the production baton to some very talented friends.
First and foremost, he pulled in Daz-I-Kue — a
member of the U.K. brokenbeat collective Bugz in
the Attic — who, along with bassist/bandleader Khari
Simmons, set up a production hub here in Atlanta a
little more than a year ago. Daz took the helm for the
majority of “Love Junkie” and helped Heston refine
and put a pristine sheen on the assembled tunes.
Later on, producer/turntable legend DJ Kemit was
invited aboard to guide a few tracks.
“I always knew I wasn’t a producer, even though I
produced a couple of my albums,” says Heston. “For
me, I could only do what I knew in my head, which
is live musicians. … But what you hear live and what
you need on a recording are just a little bit different.
You have to get to the point a bit quicker; you have
to have a little bit more structure. That’s where Daz
and Kemit came in — they know what moves.”
Now, Heston counts down the weeks until his
latest release officially hits the streets; on top of that,
he’s busy planning listening parties and concerts
in locales across the U.S. and worldwide in spots
like Australia, Africa and Japan to promote his new
sounds. And, although he’s obviously in a good
place, he knows the best is yet to come.
“I’m just always growing. I don’t think I’ve reached
the peak by far,” he says. “I know I have a lot more
music to go … and a lot more growth to go.”
More info: www.hestonmusic.com.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo
August 2013.
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T

he man known simply as Heston is one happy
camper these days.
Sitting and chatting with him recently at
the aptly named Inman Park-area coffee shop
Inman Perk, the Atlanta-based soul crooner seems
unable to hold back a smile. Hell, he even straight
up chuckles uncontrollably every now and then. And,
honestly, his jovial demeanor is more than warranted:
On September 21, he’s dropping a brand-new album
— “Love Junkie” — a project that he’s clearly digging.
“You can’t necessarily predict how people
interpret your music … [but I think] it’s my best
album yet,” Heston says with an infectious laugh.
Having heard the new project, I’ve got to agree
with him; “Love Junkie” is a jam-packed romp
through the mind and music of an artist who, after
10 years in the business, is at the top of his game.
The songs on this album range from the lusty, Marvin
Gaye-esque ballads he’s become famous in indie
soul circles for (i.e., “Dreamin’”) to uptempo tracks
perfect for two-stepping (e.g., “Resign2U”) to tunes
heavily peppered with his native Caribbean rhythms
(“Come Away With Me”).
That said, no one’s contending that the music
he’s crafted before “Love Junkie” was junk. On the
contrary, his previous three projects — the self-titled
“Heston,” “Storyteller” and “Warm Human, Cold
World” — contain a bevy of great material that helped
him build a loyal international audience. But with
“Love Junkie,” he’s reached a new high (pun slightly
intended) — a fact that begs the question: “What’s the
secret of this particular album’s success?” According
to Heston, it’s because he was smart enough to pass
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KAMERON CORVET “DON’T MAKE ME WAIT”
BY CARLTON HARGRO
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R

egular readers of Slo*Mo may notice that the focus of
this article — Kameron Corvet — has graced the front
of our print magazine more than any other artist since
we hit the scene in 2013. His frequent appearances in
our publication, however, aren’t due to favoritism or payola
or anything ethically skewed like that. The fact is, the Atlantabased singer/songwriter/musician just always has some dope
stuff on tap.
Whether that’s one of the host of albums he’s dropped over
the years (starting with his 2006 debut “Sayingthings”) or live
performances he’s presented at venues across the globe, Corvet
is one indie artist who stays working. Last year [2018] was an
especially banner year for him, particularly because he served as a
writer for the song “Don’t Make Me Wait,” the first single from the
reggae album “44/876” by music legends Sting and Shaggy. The
song (which was co-created along with Sting, Shaggy, Ashante
Reid, Shaun Pizzonia and Kennard Garrett) and the album went
on to be international hits … and ultimately earned the coveted
Grammy Award for Best Reggae Album. We recently checked in
with Corvet to get his thoughts on the major moves he made last
year and what he’s got up his sleeves for 2019.

tremendous strides as an artist, even though I didn’t put out
any music until the end of the year. And obviously working with
Sting and Shaggy and having that culminate with a Grammy,
I look at 2018 as one of the best years I ever had — but in a
different way than before.

Slo*Mo: From the outside looking in, it seemed like you had a
great 2018. Would that be an accurate assessment of this past
year for you?
Kameron Corvet: I think last year was a year that, despite being
an artist — and artists can be selfish a lot of times — I found
myself playing a supporting role, while still doing my own
artistry. So, on one hand, I was playing support for two artists
[Sting and Shaggy] who’ve had long careers … not just flash
in the pan type situations … and I was able to kind of be an
apprentice, if you will, and get a sneak peek at what it really
looks like when you’re trying to leave a lasting impression on
the music industry. But at the same time, I found myself getting
opportunities as an artist that I’ve never had before. I’ve had
way more shows in, let’s say, 2017 than in 2018, but the quality
of shows that I did in 2018 was just crazy. I mean, I did my first
arena show last year, and it happened to be in my hometown,
opening up for Talib Kweli, Yasiin Bey, Hi Tek, and Erykah
Badu was the headliner. And I also opened for Ty Dolla Sign,
Robert Glasper and Raheem DeVaughn last year. I think I made

So how did it feel when you heard you were nominated for a
Grammy?
It felt great. The night before [the awards were announced] I was
doing that show with Robert Glasper at Center Stage in Atlanta.
… The next day I woke up and looked on my phone and the
announcement had been made — and boom [the album] was
there. It was like a double whammy, having done a great show
the night before and then finding out about the nomination. The
album was the No. 1 reggae album in the country for 21 weeks
out of the year, so I knew there was some steam behind it. … [The
nomination] finally happening was a weight off my shoulders
to some degree; a lot of my contemporaries are Grammynominated, so I got to join that club. But obviously I was looking
to bring a chip home once the ceremony actually happened.
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Your work on the Sting and Shaggy project definitely must
have been game-changing for you.
I only have one song on the album, but the significance of that
song is really tenfold. Because [initially] there was not an album,
there was just a song. I composed the song here in Atlanta in
my apartment on acoustic guitar, and I wrote the chorus for the
song. And then as the song traveled, it picked up pieces. And
then Shaggy added his piece, and Sting added his piece and so
on and so forth — and it becomes this thing. That was actually
the reason they came together … the first time ever coming into
the studio together was to work on that song. So, that song
brought them together … and that motivated them to turn that
song into an album, and it took off from there. There’s quite a
big significance to my contribution to the project, and it opened
some doors for me I’m proudly going to walk through.

More info: at www.kameroncorvet.com or on Instagram: @
kameroncorvet.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo February 2019.
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RHONDA THOMAS “VINYL DAZE”
BY CARLTON HARGRO
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used to think I was the only one.
Well, perhaps not the only one … but definitely one
of a chosen few … a chosen few music heads who
steadfastly believe that the vast majority of the R&B
and soul songs released between the years of 1979 and
1983 represent some of the best music recorded. Ever.
I’m talking about tunes like “You Know How to Love
Me” by Phyllis Hyman, “Nights” by Billy Ocean, “When
Love Calls” by Atlantic Starr, “Nights Over Egypt” by the
Jones Girls and many, many more. For folks like me, these
tracks, which are both chronologically and stylistically
sandwiched between the end of disco and the birth of
house music, resonate so strongly because they blend
thumping beats with copious amounts of melody and a
heavy peppering of bass; the result is a bevy of cuts that
are simultaneously danceable, funky and just damn pretty.
So, yeah, I was always under the impression that my
“tribe” was a lonely one … until recently, that is. Things
changed this past March when I clicked play on “Vinyl
Daze,” the new album by vocalist Rhonda Thomas, and
discovered that the tribe had grown.
For the uninitiated, Thomas is an Atlanta-based, New
York-born singer who’s made a career singing mostly on
the jazzy side of the music world, but she’s never been
locked into one genre. Case in point: She served as a
member of the soul bossa band Jiva, sang background
for the legendary Isaac Hayes for 11 years and has four
sonically diverse solo albums under her belt. “Vinyl Daze,”
however, embodies the best elements of early 1980s
music — and her approach was anything but an accident.
“When it came to making ‘Vinyl Daze’ … I envisioned
something that sounded like Quincy Jones and George
Duke [produced tracks] for Patrice Rushen, Phyllis
Hyman and Michael Jackson,” she says. “We just had a
blast making new millennium music influenced by 1981.”
The result of her vision and effort is a 10-track LP (on
sale now through a partnership with the Atlanta Records
label) filled with brand-new material like the grooving
mid-tempo single “Show Me How to Love You” and the
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Brazilian-infused “Honey to a Bee,” among others. Adding
to the retro factor, “Vinyl Daze” even harkens back to a
time when all records were “wax” by featuring songs
sequestered on an “A side” (with more boogie influenced
tunes) and a “B side” (with material that invokes a Natalie
Cole/“La Costa” feel).
Thomas says her love for the sounds of that bygone
(and incredibly dope) era came as a result of family ties.
“My father used to manage an R&B band in New York,
so I would hear them performing lots of cover tunes —
[songs by] Earth Wind and Fire, the Commodores, etc. I
would hear that constantly. I mean, they would come in
at 3 a.m. with all their instruments and I would hear them
rehearsing. So, it was just ingrained in me,” she explains.
To accurately capture that specific retro — yet modern
— feel, she enlisted the aid of ATL producers/musicians
Daz-I-Kue, Khari Simmons and Julius Speed (aka the
Edgewood Agents); in recent years, this trio has been
responsible for guiding the musical destinies of local
artists like Heston, Malena Perez, Donnie and many more.
“Khari, Daz and Julius — not only are they well-versed
in music of the past, they’re also well-versed in the music
of today. I think if you’re only living that thing and you’re
only listening to [an old-school] style of music, then it’s
hard for you to bring it to the new millennium,” says
Thomas. “Working with [the Edgewood Agents] enabled
us to make the music feel familiar without complete
duplication.”
With “Vinyl Daze” done and in stores, Thomas is
focusing her energies on taking her latest tunes on tour;
on top that, she’s already looking ahead to future releases.
“My next album is gonna be a house album. And then
after that I’m doing another straight-ahead [jazz] album,
but it’s gonna be a live straight-ahead album.”
But for now, let’s revel in the ’80s goodness.
More info: www.rhondasings.com.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo June 2015.
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TASHA LARAE “LIGHT”
BY CHANTE LAGON AND CARLTON HARGRO
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f you catch a glimpse of — or take a listen to —
singer Tasha LaRae, there’s a good chance you
may recognize her as a member of the famed
hip-hop crew Arrested Development or as a
vocal contributor to noted producer DJ Kemit’s EP,
“Together.” But it turns out those collaborations
paved the way for a project of LaRae’s very own:
her solo EP, “Light,” which dropped in March 2018.
On the six-track collection of original material,
the Atlanta-based Nebraska native (and the
entrepreneur behind the “Racism Sucks” clothing
line) presents lyrics that explore a range of human
experiences, and music that’s dreamy and ethereal
but still danceable. We recently sat down with
LaRae to talk the science of going solo and to get
a behind-the-scenes look at the making of “Light.”
On making the switch from collaborator to solo artist:
Tasha LaRae: I’ve always wanted to be a solo artist.
Well, you know, let me back up: not always. I started
out in a gospel girl group called Nu Beginnings.
Yeah, we had to be a little fancy and spelled it “n-u”
instead of “n-e-w”! That was back home in Nebraska.
But when I moved to Georgia with my family, I had
to start over by myself. So, I started trying to write
songs … and those songs I wrote back then were
terrible! But I kept practicing and meeting people. At
the same time, I was trying to figure out who I was as
a person and as an artist; that isn’t always the same
thing, but for me I wanted it to be. I didn’t want to
feel like I had to wake up and put on this persona.
Because in my mind, I’m gonna forget — and a piece
of my personality is gonna shine through. So, I didn’t
want that. And being a part of Arrested Development
was an amazing blessing because it allowed me to
travel, and when we weren’t on tour, I was at home.
That gave me the time I needed to figure stuff out.
I’m still on that journey.
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On her journey to creating “Light”:
I started recording the music for “Light” about
two years prior to releasing it. I was working with
a four-person songwriting collective called Core
[comprised of LaRae, Tru Peterson, Kyle Anthony
Williams and Ayana Baker], and we would get
together every week on the same day and create
“on purpose.” And that’s not always an easy thing
to do: making yourself create. But, long story
short, we came up with the six songs on the EP
collectively, and [all the tracks] talk about a
different part of life. I love writing about real-life
stuff — something I’ve experienced or something
somebody close to me has experienced. I’m
excited about the project and proud of it; I just
hope other people get the heart behind it and the
message behind it.
On what she hopes listeners take away from her EP:
There’s a song on the EP called “Light,” and what I
love about that song is that it’s specifically written
to acknowledge people. There are a lot of people
who walk around this world, and they literally feel
like they’re invisible. They don’t feel like they have
any significance, don’t feel important and they don’t
know what their purpose is. They feel like there’s
something they should be doing but see everyone
else doing this awesome stuff … especially on social
media. So, I wanted to give voice to that and just
say I acknowledge you — I see your light. The other
songs on the album are part of that journey, but that
specific song encompasses everything. That’s the
heart of why I do what I do.
More info: www.tashalarae.com.
This article was originally published in Slo*Mo
July 2018.
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list of “The Most Important Soul Albums of
the Millennium,” tons of other great music

has been created and released by ATL-dwelling
artists over the years, though often not as fulllength projects. And a good chunk of those soulcentric sounds — timeless tunes peppered with a
variety of divergent styles — have been written
about by us here in the pages of Slo*Mo since
the magazine’s inception. So, for this special
commemorative issue, we searched through our
archives once more and found recommendations
for 21 dope releases that just happen to be singles
and EPs … and that you should listen to (and, hell,
purchase) with a quickness.
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Fernanda Noronha — “Fernanda Noronha”: Brazilianborn, ATL-residing singer Fernanda Noronha presents her
self-titled EP, and it’s a four-cut sonic vacation packed with
samba sounds that are tinged with soul, jazz and more
goodies. The production this time around is handled by the
seemingly ubiquitous Edgewood Agents, so you know it’s
primo. More info: www.fernandanoronha.com.br.
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BOSCO — “BOY”: The singer rocking the moniker BOSCO
isn’t hanging in Atlanta as much as she used to these days,
but her musical birth and evolution took place in the A, so
she’ll always be linked to the city. “BOY” continues BOSCO’s
journey into 1990s-esque soundscapes … reimagined, of
course, for 21st century earholes. The EP is six tunes deep
and is propelled by the trap-meets-R&B-tinged title track,
“BOY,” co-starring local rap hero Jace. More info: www. hellobosco.com.
Jimmy and June — “Onesided”: “Onesided” — the first
single from Atlanta duo Jimmy and June’s (aka vocalists/
songwriters/producers Thomas Bess Jr. and Salakida) first
full-length album “The Outlaw Class” — is a trippy, surreal
journey into soul, rock, hip-hop and more; the tune aligns
with the group’s mission of creating “Negroidal Contemporary
Art Pop … ranging from ratchet twerk anthems to gospel-like
pop hymns.” More info: www.jimmyandjune.com.
Shanti Om — “Such Is Life”: Singer Shanti Om reaches
true artistic heights on her newest EP, “Such Is Life,” which
— with its intentional sparseness — features a soundscape
that’s fully fleshed out by her expansive and multifaceted
voice. If your ears are in need of something fresh, this
one’s gonna be your best bet. More info: www.store.
cdbaby.com/cd/loveshantiom4.
Cortney LaFloy — “No Time” + “Crossroads”: Since
debuting on the scene in 2014 with the hit track
“Dance4You,” singer/dancer Cortney LaFloy has become
one of the most consistent voices for house music coming
out of Atlanta. She’s been dropping new cuts on an almost
annual basis — such as the singles “No Time” (written by
LaFloy and produced by Rick Lenoir) and “Crossroads,”
which were released in 2019. So, make no mistake, she’s been putting in work.
And it’s not just about quantity; the Chicago native’s songs, while straight-up dance
floor bangers, serve to tell stories about life, love and the human condition. On “No
Time,” for example, she turned the focus to figures in her own life who chose to judge
her as she juggled music and motherhood at the same time. “[The song] is from a
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real experience,” said LaFloy. “I’m not gonna name names. But I will say, if certain
people hear this, folks aren’t going to question if it’s about them.” More info: www.
facebook.com/cortneylafloy.
Nicki Monty — “Blended Souls”: On Nicki Monty’s debut foursong collection, the rising DJ/ producer presents an offering of
Afro-house instrumentals that are so ethereal, they almost sound
like spirituals. Still, she keeps the beat pumping enough that the
tracks will undoubtedly find their way to the DJ booth … and the
dance floor. More info: nickimonty.bandcamp.com.
Kai Martin — “All My Life”: Sultry-voiced singer Kai Martin
is one of the ATL’s consummate collaborators, having lent
her voice to dozens of tracks by some of house music’s
biggest producers. But on her first solo EP, “All My Life,”
she’s branching out into jazz, soul and other styles (but still
managed to sneak one house track in the mix). More info:
kaimartin1.bandcamp.com/album/all-my-life.
Latrese Bush — “Because of You”: ATL’s own Latrese Bush
has linked up with rising soul superstar Noel Gourdin to bring
the world “Because of You,” the melodic, super-crisp single
that invokes the best of late-1990s, feel-good R&B (you know,
like Joe). Let’s hope this tune (and the snazzy video that goes
with it) means we’ll be hearing much more new music from
Bush in the coming years and beyond. More info: www.
facebook.com/LatreseBushMusic.
Cleveland P. Jones — “Mistakes”: Singer/songwriter
Cleveland Jones is, song by song, staking a claim to ballads
— and the weepy “Mistakes” furthers his rep as the go-to guy
for love songs … even when they’re sad as hell. More info:
www. facebook.com/ClevelandPJones.
The Dangerfeel Newbies — Southern Suns/Sons: The Atlanta soul/jazz/hip-hop/house trio
The Dangerfeel Newbies (aka Jamal Ahmad, Mark Angel and Darren “DJ” Wagner) returned
in 2016 with the EP “Southern Suns/Sons.” According to Ahmad, the project is: “inspired by
Isabel Wilkerson’s novel ‘Warmth Of Other Suns’ which chronicles the great migration of
African-American’s to the North. [We] wanted to pay homage to the ‘reverse migration’ that
saw countless African-Americans from the early 1990s to now
traveling back to the South from the North and other places.
So in keeping with the theme, every track on this EP is a song
dedicated to the power of the sun.” The EP co-stars vocalists such
as Kathleen Bertrand (a former Roy Ayers collaborator), Brenda
Nicole Moorer, and more, putting their spin on a gaggle of cover
tunes. More info: www.facebook.com/dangerfeelnewbies.
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Miss Miller — “Intoxicated”: Although you can catch singer
Deborah Miller, aka Miss Miller, singing at venues across
Atlanta several times a month, she hasn’t dropped a ton of
recorded music until the release of “Intoxicated.” The Daz-IKue-produced single is an energetic, percussion-driven love
song that’s sure to surprise fans of her more acousticflavored live shows. More info: www.missmiller.net.
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Chantae Cann — “Beauty Speaks”: Chantae Cann’s
entire “Journey to Golden” album is a thing of
understated and subtle beauty, but the aptly named
“Beauty Speaks” is perhaps the most glorious example of
the singer’s ultra-pretty voice and songwriting prowess.
More info: chantaecann.com.
Stan Smith + Lee Gomez, aka Splash Gordon —
“Jammin”: Rapper Stan Smith, who lives in the A, teamed
with U.K. producer Lee Gomez for his latest project, taking
on the moniker Splash Gordon. The pair’s single, “Jammin,”
is a futuristic, funked-up, yet buzzy track powered by Smith’s
effortless and whimsical (and highly underrated) flow. More
info: soundcloud.com/splashgordonofficial.
Jermaine Hardsoul — “Feel the Same”: At a time when
cats like Bruno Mars are releasing throwback tunes
that evoke the best of 1980s-era soul, for-real funky
cats like Jermaine Hardsoul show how it’s really done
on body-rolling tracks like “Feel This Way.” More info:
hardsoulsound.com.
Leaf Newman — “Up From Here”: After a years-long hiatus,
singer/ musician/former TV personality Leaf Newman made
a triumphant return to the music industry with the album
“Flowers & Grass.” And the third track on the 12-song collection,
“Up From Here,” is the one we’re digging the most; it’s breezy,
guitar-driven with a touch of spoken word … and optimistic as
all hell. More info: leafnewman.bandcamp.com.
Royal — “Royal”: Made up of singer/musician Devon Lee and DJ/MC Mikeflo,
Royal channels heaping helpings of sexual energy and
political commentary into this debut project — the result
is a multilayered collection of songs custom made for
unabashed rocking out and analytical dissection. Driven by
the single “Crash,” which features drumming legend Lil’
John Roberts on the track and “Love & Hip-Hop Atlanta” stars
Ariane Davis and Mimi Faust in the video, the EP represents
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a true colliding of worlds … and that’s just what Mikeflo and Lee were going for. “It’s all
connected to the culture,” says Lee. “It’s liberation. You have to be inclusive of everybody if
you’re gonna reach anybody.” More info: allthewayroyal.com.
Brenda Nicole Moorer — “Brand New Heart”: The title
track from Brenda Nicole Moorer’s full-length 2017 album
finds the singer/songwriter dipping her soulful vocals in
jazz, folk and country-esque flavors. The resulting song
is both swinging and sentimental, powered by Moorer’s
super-sweet sonic stylings. More info: www.facebook.
com/brendanicolemoorerfan.
Malena Perez — “NAIA”: The creative force behind the
trailblazing album “Stars,” singer/songwriter Malena
Perez dropped her “NAIA” EP back in 2014. She describes
“NAIA,” which is a “global experimental collaboration”
between her and electronica/bass producers FIRST AID,
Stiver, Godfather Sage and blacksix, as: “moody, reflective
and deep … a downtempo EP infused with soulful,
melancholic vocals, expansive chords and driving bass lines. Thematically, ‘NAIA’
explores the shadow side of human emotion while planting seeds of healing.”
More info: malenaperez.com.
Kipper Jones — “Better”: Superstar songwriter/vocalist
Kipper Jones says he released his “Basement Files: Vol.
1” EP as an “experimental” foray into the wilds of indie
recording. His experiment, however, gave the world a
bevy of incredible material … like the funky-yet-timely
“Better.” More info: kipperjones.com.
Avery Sunshine — “Call My Name”: Stark, simple
and soulful, this single from singer Avery Sunshine’s
hit album “The SunRoom” (released in 2014) further
cemented her position as the city’s current soul
torchbearer — able to reach the largest swath of music
fans in America and around the globe. Oh, and the rest
of the album is quite dope, too. More info: averysunshine.com.
Rahbi — “Blush”: Lifted from his 2015 high-concept
EP “GoldenChild: Trimester 3 ... “Hello World,” “Blush”
is a song that perfectly embodies all things Rahbi:
melodic, over-the-top, brimming with vocal agility, and
dripping with Prince influences — yet clearly forging
an all-new lane. It’s no wonder why his sound is classic
enough to entice old heads and fresh enough to attract
Millennial listeners. More info: www.hellorahbi.com. M
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